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Abstract. LetM be a complete connected Riemannian manifold
of �nite volume. In this paper we present a new method of con-
structing classes in bounded cohomology of transformation groups
such as Homeo0pM,µq, Diff0pM, volq and Symp0pM,ωq (in caseM
is symplectic). As an application we show that, under certain con-
ditions on π1pMq, the 3rd bounded cohomology of these groups is
in�nite dimensional.

Let M be a complete connected Riemannian manifold of �nite volume
such that it has empty boundary. Suppose µ is a measure on M in-
duced by the Riemannian metric. Let HomeopM,µq be the group of
all measure-preserving compactly supported homeomorphisms of M .
We regard HomeopM,µq as a topological group equipped with the
C0-topology. By Homeo0pM,µq we denote the connected component
of HomeopM,µq. In this paper we de�ne and study a map:

Γb : H
bpπ1pMqq Ñ H

bpHomeo0pM,µqq.

This map can be seen as a generalization of the construction given
by Gambaudo-Ghys [14] and Polterovich [23], used and extended later
to study di�erent conjugacy invariant norms on transformation groups
[5, 1, 3, 4, 6, 14]. The former constructions were restricted only to non-
trivial homogeneous quasimorphisms, that is, to a certain subspace of
the second bounded cohomology. Here we are able to deal with the
bounded cohomology in all dimensions.

The map Γb can be de�ned also for the exact and reduced bounded
cohomology. Moreover, and it is an another novelty of the present
paper, Γb has a counterpart that works for the ordinary cohomology in
all dimensions. However, the case of the ordinary cohomology seams
to be less natural for our construction, and hence harder to work with.
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The group Homeo0pM,µq and it subgroups preserve certain volume-
like structure. This property is essential. It is known that Γb can not
factor through larger groups as Homeo0pMq, see Remark 4.2.

We de�ne and study the map Γb and give applications to bounded
cohomology of certain transformation groups TM   Homeo0pM,µq.
The groups we are interested in are the following:

 M is a complete Riemannian manifold of �nite volume, µ is the
measure induced by the Riemannian metric and we consider
TM � Homeo0pM,µq.

 M is a complete Riemannian manifold of �nite volume, vol
is the volume form induced by the Riemannian metric and
TM � Diff0pM, volq, i.e., the connected component of the iden-
tity of the group of all volume-preserving compactly supported
di�eomorphisms of M .

 pM,ωq is a symplectic manifold of �nite volume which admits a
complete Riemannian metric, and TM � Symp0pM,ωq, i.e., the
connected component of the identity of the group of all com-
pactly supported symplectomorphisms of M . Here we regard
TM as a subgroup of Homeo0pM,µq, where µ is induced by the

volume form ω
1
2

dimM . We assume that µ is �nite.

Let G be a group. By EH
bpGq we denote the reduced exact bounded

cohomology of G (see Section 1), and by dim EH
bpGq the real linear

dimension of EH
bpGq. We set πM to be the quotient π1pMq{Zpπ1pMqq,

where Zpπ1pMqq is the center of π1pMq. By F2 we denote the free
group of rank 2.

Theorem A. Suppose πM surjects onto F2. Then for every n there is

an injective homomorphism

EHn
b pF2q ãÑ EHn

b pTMq,
where TM is Homeo0pM,µq or Diff0pM, volq or Symp0pM,ωq.

Theorem B. Suppose F2 �K embeds hyperbolically into πM , where K
is a �nite group. Then for every n we have

dim EHn
b pTMq ¥ dim EHn

b pF2q,

where TM is Homeo0pM,µq or Diff0pM, volq or Symp0pM,ωq.

The notion of hyperbolic embedding was de�ned in [11]. Note that
Theorem B is applicable whenever π1pMq is a center-free acylindrically
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hyperbolic group, since such a group always admits a hyperbolically
embedded F2 �K, see [22, Theorem 1.2] and [11, Theorem 2.24]. Ex-
amples of acylindrically hyperbolic groups include:

(1) non-elementary hyperbolic groups and relatively hyperbolic groups,

(2) mapping class groups of hyperbolic surfaces and outer automor-
phism groups of non-abelian free groups,

(3) most 3-manifolds groups,

(4) right angled Artin groups that are not direct products.

The result of Soma [28] implies dim EH3
bpF2q � 2ℵ0 . Thus we have:

Corollary. If assumptions of Theorem A or Theorem B hold, then

dim EH3
bpTMq ¥ 2ℵ0 .

Remark. There is a long standing open problem: Is bounded cohomol-
ogy of non-abelian free group non-trivial beyond the dimension 3? Note
that if the answer to the above problem is positive, then Theorem A
implies that the corresponding bounded cohomology of Homeo0pM,µq
or Diff0pM, volq or Symp0pM,ωq is non-trivial in many cases, and in
particular when M is a closed hyperbolic surface.

We would like to add that version of Theorem A and Theorem B for
bounded cohomology hold in a more general setting, see Remark 4.1.

The non-trivial classes we construct in EH3
bpTMq come from non-trivial

classes in EH3
bpF2q. There is a nice family of elements in EH3

bpF2q, whose
representing cocycles are de�ned geometrically in terms of volumes
of geodesic simplices in the hyperbolic 3-space H3. The elements of
EH3

bpTMq that are constructed out of such classes in Theorem A retain
similar geometrical description, see Remark 3.3.

We �nish the introduction by noting, that elements of Hn
b pTMq can

be interpreted as bounded characteristic classes of foliated M -bundles
with holonomy in TM . Such classes were studied in the case of ordinary
cohomology for groups DiffpM, volq and SymppM,ωq, see ,e.g., [20, 19,
18, 21, 25, 24] and references therein. We want to stress out, that the
classes constructed in the present paper are of entirely di�erent nature.

Acknowledgments. Both authors were supported by SFB 1085 �Higher
Invariants� funded by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. The second
author was supported by grant Sonatina 2018/28/C/ST1/00542 founded
by Narodowe Centrum Nauki.
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1. Preliminaries

1.A. Bounded cohomology. Bounded cohomology was de�ned in a
seminal paper of Gromov [15]. Below we give basic de�nitions.

Let G be a group. A function c : Gn�1 Ñ R is called homogeneous, if
for every h P G and every g0, . . . , gn P G we have

cpg0h, . . . , gnhq � cpg0, . . . , gnq.

Let us consider the space of bounded n-cochains:

Cn
b pGq � tc : Gn�1 Ñ R | c is homogeneous and boundedu.

The sequence tCn
b pGq, dnu is a chain complex, where d is the ordi-

nary coboundary operator dn : Cn
b pGq Ñ Cn�1

b pGq. The bounded
cohomology of the group G is the homology of this complex, i.e.,
Hn
b pGq � kerpdnq{ impdn�1q.

Note that Cn
b pGq is a subcomplex of the space of all homogeneous

cochains, thus we have a canonical map Hb
npGq Ñ HnpG,Rq, called

the comparison map. The exact bounded cohomology, denoted
EHn

b pGq, is de�ned to be the kernel of the comparison map. A class
belongs to EHn

b pGq if it is a coboundary of a cochain, but is never a
coboundary of a bounded cochain.

On Cn
b pGq we have the supremum norm denoted by || � ||sup. This norm

induces a semi-norm on Hn
b pGq, i.e., if c P Hn

b pGq, then

||c|| � mint||a||sup | ras � cu.

Let NnpGq ¤ Hn
b pGq be the linear subspace consisting of classes of zero

norm. The reduced bounded cohomology equals to the quotient

Hn
b pGq � Hn

b pGq{NnpGq.

Note that Hn
b pGq with the induced norm, that we again denote by || � ||,

is a Banach space. The exact reduced bounded cohomology is
de�ned to be

EHn
b pGq � EHn

b pGq{pEHn
b pGq X NnpGqq.

Note that EHn
b pGq ¤ Hn

b pGq and EHn
b pGq with the induced norm are

Banach spaces.
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1.B. Measurable cocycles and induction on bounded cohomol-

ogy. Let G be a topological group, H a discrete group and pX,µq a
measurable space. Suppose that G acts on X by measure preserving
homeomorphisms. A map γ : G�X Ñ H is called a measurable co-
cycle, if for all g P G the map γpg, �q is measurable and for all g1, g2 P G
we have

γpg1g2, xq � γpg1, g2pxqqγpg2, xq

for almost all x P X. Now given a measurable cocycle γ, we produce a
map

Indbpγq : Hn
b pHq Ñ Hn

b pGq.

Let c P Cn
b pHq and let γ be a measurable cocycle. First we de�ne a

map Ind1
bpγq on the space of cocycles by the following formula:

Ind1
bpγqpcqpg0, g1, . . . , gnq �

»
M

cpγpg0, xq, γpg1, xq, . . . , γpgn, xqqdµpxq.

The next proposition shows that Ind1
bpγq induces a map on the level of

bounded cohomology which we call Indbpγq.

Proposition 1.1. Let G be a group. Then the function

xÑ cpγpg0, xq, γpg1, xq, . . . , γpgn, xqq

is a µ-measurable function on X for every g0, g1, . . . , gn P G, Ind1
bpγq

commutes with the coboundary d, and Ind1
bpγqpcq is homogeneous.

Proof. The functionX Ñ H given by xÑ pγpg0, xq, γpg1, xq, . . . , γpgn, xqq
is µ-measurable and the cochain c is continuous (H is discrete), thus
their composition is µ-measurable.

The fact that Ind1
bpγq commutes with the coboundary d follows directly

from the de�nition of Ind1
bpγq.

For all h, g0, . . . P G, we have:

Ind1
bpγqpcqpg0h, . . .q �

»
X

cpγpg0h, xq, . . .qdµpxq

�

»
X

cpγpg0, hpxqqγph, xq, . . . , qdµpxq

�

»
X

cpγpg0, hpxqq, . . .qdµpxq

�

»
X

cpγpg0, xq, . . .qdh
�µpxq � Ind1

bpγqpcqpg0, . . .q.
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In the above we �rst used the cocycle condition, then the homogeneity
of c and that µ is h-invariant. �

We conclude this section by noting that similar maps were used in
the study of ordinary continuous cohomology of Lie groups [16] and
geometry of solvable and amenable groups [26, 27].

2. Definition of Γb

The goal of this section is to construct the homomorphism

Γb : H
bpπ1pMqq Ñ H

bpHomeo0pM,µqq.

In order to do that, we �rst de�ne a certain measurable cocycle γ and
use it to de�ne the above map.

2.A. The cocycle. Denote by HM � Homeo0pMq the connected com-
ponent of the identity of the group of all compactly supported home-
omorphisms of M . We �x a basepoint z P M . Let HM,z   HM be
the subgroup of all homeomorphisms in HM that �x z. Consider the
following �ber bundle

HM,z Ñ HM
evzÝÝÑM,

where evz is the evaluation map at the basepoint z, i.e., if g P HM ,
then evzpgq � gpzq, and HM,z is the �ber of evz. The group HM,z

has an interesting quotient. Namely, it is the group of connected
components π0pHM,zq which is closely related to π1pMq. Recall that
πM � π1pMq{Zpπ1pMqq, where Zpπ1pMqq is the center of π1pMq.

Proposition 2.1. There is an epimorphism δ : HM,z Ñ πM .

Proof. Let us consider the long exact sequence of homotopy groups of
the �bration

HM,z Ñ HM
evzÝÝÑM.

We have

π1pHMq
ev�zÝÝÑ π1pM, zq Ñ π0pHM,zq Ñ π0pHMq � 1.

We shall show that impev�z q � Zpπ1pM, zqq. Indeed, let gt, t P S
1, be

a loop in HM based at the identity and rgts P π1pHMq. Then ev
�
z prgtsq

is a loop based at z represented by gtpzq, t P S
1. Let ls, s P S

1, be an
arbitrary loop in M based at z. We have that the image of the map
S1 � S1 ÑM given by pt, sq Ñ gtplsq, contains gtpzq and ls, thus these
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loops commute in π1pM, zq. We de�ne δ to be the composition of the
map

HM,z Ñ π0pHM,zq � π1pM, zq{ impev�z q

and the quotient map π1pM, zq{ impevzq Ñ πM . �

Let HM,µ � Homeo0pM,µq and let s : M Ñ HM be a measurable
section of evz, i.e., evz � spxq � x for almost all x P M . We de�ne a
measurable cocycle: γs : HM,µ �M Ñ πM by the formula

γspg, xq � δps�1
gpxq � g � sxq.

It follows from the formula, that γs satis�es the cocycle condition.

2.B. Example of a section s. Let us consider the following set:

D � intpt x PM | there exists a unique geodesic between z and x uq.

The set MzD is called the cut locus of M . The Hausdor� dimension
of MzD is at most dimpMq � 1, see [17]. Thus µpMzDq � 0, and
µpDq � µpMq. We regard s as a measurable map, hence it is enough
to de�ne s on the full measure subset D. Let x P D. We de�ne sx to be
a point pushing map that transports z to x along the unique geodesic.
It can be done such that s is continuous on D.

Let us now take a closer look at the cocycle γs de�ned using a section s
as described in Subsection 2.A. Let g P HM and x P DX g�1pDq �M .
The element γspg, xq P πM has a simple geometrical interpretation.
It can be constructed as follows: let gt, t P r0, 1s, be any isotopy in
HM connecting the identity with g. Let α be the loop which is the
concatenation of the unique geodesic from z to x, the path gtpxq, t P
r0, 1s, and the unique geodesic from gpxq to z. The loop α regarded as
an element of πM is well de�ned and equals γspg, xq.

2.C. The de�nition of Γb. Let γs : HM,µ�M Ñ πM be a measurable
cocycle given by a measurable section s : M Ñ HM . We de�ne

Γb � Indbpγsq : H
bpπMq Ñ H

bpHM,µq.

Note that the quotient map π1pMq Ñ πM has an abelian kernel. It
follows from the mapping theorem [15, Section 3.1] that a quotient
map de�nes isometric isomorphisms H

bpπMq Ñ H
bpπ1pMqq. Thus we

can regard Γb as a following map: Γb : H
bpπ1pMqq Ñ H

bpHM,µq.

If TM   HM,µ is any subgroup, then we can compose the restriction
map H

bpHM,µq Ñ H
bpTMq with Γb and obtain the map

ΓbpTMq : H
bpπ1pMqq Ñ H

bpTMq.
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Usually we abuse the notation and write Γb instead of ΓbpTMq.

2.D. Standard cohomology and exact bounded cohomology.

Let s be a section de�ned in Subsection 2.B and γ � γs. We show
that for such γ, one can use the induction to de�ne a map on the
level of the ordinary cohomology. Note that induction in the case of
the ordinary cohomology is a slightly more delicate operation then for
bounded cohomology. Here the cocycles are not bounded and we need
to show that the integral exists. In order to show integrability we need
to choose carefully the section s. Let c P CnpπMq. We de�ne

Ind1pγqpcqpg0, g1, . . . , gnq �

»
M

cpγpg0, xq, γpg1, xq, . . . , γpgn, xqqdµpxq,

where g0, � � � , gn P HM,µ.

Let us show, that Ind1pγq de�nes a map on the level of ordinary co-
homology which we call Ind1pγq. It follows from Proposition 1.1 that
the function x Ñ cpγpg0, xq, . . . , γpgn, xqq is measurable. Integrability
follows from Lemma 2.2, which shows that this function has essentially
�nite image. Every measurable function with essentially �nite image
is integrable. The fact that d Ind1pγq � Ind1pγqd and that Ind1pγqpcq
is homogeneous follows immediately from Proposition 1.1. Thus for
TM ¤ HM,µ we have a well de�ned map

ΓpTMq ..� i� � Ind1pγq : HpπMq Ñ HpTMq,
where i� : HpHM,µq Ñ HpTMq is induced by the inclusion.

Any cocycle γ can be extended to a cocycle

γ1 : Homeo0pMq �M Ñ πM ,

using the same formula as for γ, i.e., γ1pg, xq � δps�1
gpxq�g�sxq. Let X be

a measurable space and let γ : X Ñ Y be a measurable function. We
say that γ has essentially �nite image, if there exist a full measure
set Z � X, such that γ has a �nite image on Z.

Lemma 2.2. Let f P Homeo0pMq. Then γ1pf, �q : M Ñ πM has essen-

tially �nite image.

Proof. Let f P Homeo0pMq and let Let tftu be the isotopy between
the identity and f . The union of the supports

�
tPr0,1s supppftq is a

compact subset of M . Recall that M admits a complete Riemannian
metric. Hence there exists r ¡ 0 such that the geodesic ball Brpzq of
radius r centered at z contains

�
tPr0,1s supppftq. Note that for each x

in the full measure subset of MzBrpzq the element γ1pf, xq is trivial in
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πM . Hence it is enough to show that the set tγ1pf, xqu where x belongs
to the full measure subset of Brpzq is �nite in π1pBrpzq, zq. Here, since
we have choosen the isotopy tftu, we can consider γ1pf, xq as an element
of π1pM, zq.

The group Homeo0pMq admits a fragmentation property with respect
to any open cover ofM , see [12, Corollary 1.3]. Hence the ballBrpzq can
be covered with �nite number of balls Bi with the following property:
f can be written as a product of homeomorphisms hi such that the
support of hi lies in Bi. Since M is a smooth manifold, for each i there
exits a smooth ball B1

i, such that it is ε-close to Bi and such that it
is ε-homotopic to Bi, see smooth approximation theorem [7, Theorem
2.11.8]. Note that γ1pf, xq satis�es a cocycle condition. It means that

γ1pf, xq � γ1ph1 � . . . � hn, xq � γ1ph1, h2 � . . . � hnpxqq . . . γ
1phn, xq.

Hence it is enough to prove that the set tγ1phi, xqu where x belongs to
the full measure subset of Bi is �nite in π1pBrpzq, zq.

The ball B1
i is smooth, thus it has �nite diameter di. The group of

homeomorphisms of a ball is connected. Every path inside Bi can be
free ε-homotoped to a path inB1

i and hence to a path whose Riemannian
length is less than the diameter di. Thus γ1phi, xq can be represented
by a path whose Riemannian length is less than di� 2pri� εq, where ri
is a radius of a geodesic ball Bripzq which contains Bi. By Milnor-Svarc
lemma [8] the word length of γ1phi, xq is bounded in π1pBrpzq, zq and
we are done. �

We have the following commutative diagram

HpπMq HpTMq

H
bpπMq H

bpTMq

Γ

Γb

It follows that Γb restricts to the exact part of bounded cohomology.

EΓbpTMq : EH
bpπMq Ñ EH

bpTMq.

Remark 2.3. EH2
bpGq is the space of non-trivial homogeneous quasi-

morphisms on G [10, Chapter 2], and EΓbpTMq : EH2
bpπMq Ñ EH2

bpTMq
is the map de�ned by Polterovich [23].
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2.E. The reduced bounded cohomology. It is straightforward to
see, that Γb : H

bpπ1pMqq Ñ H
bpHMq is a contraction map. Hence it

de�nes a well de�ned map on the reduced bounded and the reduced
exact bounded cohomology.

ΓbpTMq : H


bpπ1pMqq Ñ H


bpTMq,

EΓbpTMq : EH


bpπMq Ñ EH


bpTMq.

3. Proofs

Recall that M is a complete Riemannian manifold of �nite volume,
and TM is either Homeo0pM,µq or Diff0pM, volq. If, in addition M is a
symplectic manifold, then TM could be also Symp0pM,ωq. Throughout
this section we consider the map EΓb induced by γ � γs, where s is a
section de�ned in Subsection 2.B.

Before we proceed, let us give an outline of the proofs. Assumptions
of both Theorem A and Theorem B imply that there is an embedding
i : F2 Ñ πM such that in both cases i� : EH

bpπMq Ñ EH
bpF2q is onto.

Indeed, in Theorem A it is straightforward, and in Theorem B we use
the result in [13], which in particular, implies that if F2 �K is hyper-
bolically embedded in πM , then one can extend a class in EH

bpF2 �Kq
to EH

bpπMq. That is why we require F2 �K to be hyperbolically em-
bedded. Given an element c P EH

bpπMq, we look at the restriction
EΓbpcq|F2 to a carefully embedded F2 Ñ TM . The construction of the
embedding is made such that there exists a non-zero real number Λ
so that Λi�pcq and EΓbpcq|F2 are close in the norm. This implies that

EΓbpcq is non-trivial provided i
�pcq is non-trivial.

Before showing the main technical lemma, we need to introduce some
notations. Let i : F2 Ñ πM be an embedding. Denote by a and b
the generators of F2. A loop α in M which is based at z, represents in
a natural way an element in πM . If dimpMq � 2 we assume that ipaq
and ipbq can be represented by simple loops based at z.

In the next lemma we construct a family of maps ρε : F2 Ñ TM such
that the diagram

EH
bpπMq EH

bpTMq

EH
bpF2q

EΓb

i�
ρ�ε

is commutative up to scaling and a small error controlled by ε.
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Lemma 3.1. Assume that M , TM and i : F2 Ñ πM are as above.

Then there exists a family of representations ρε : F2 Ñ TM , indexed by

ε P p0, 1q, that satisfy the following property: there exists a non-zero

real number Λ, such that for every class c P EH
bpπMq

||ρ�εEΓbpcq � Λi�pcq||
εÑ0
ÝÝÑ 0.

Proof. Letm � dimpMq and letBm�1 � Rm�1 be them�1 dimensional
closed unit ball and let S1 � R{Z. We �x ε P p0, 1q and de�ne an
isotopy P t

ε P DiffpS1 �Bm�1q, t P r0, 1s on S1 �Bm�1 by the following
formula

P t
ε pψ, xq � pψ � tfp||x||q, xq,

where f is a smooth function such that fptq � 1 for t ¤ 1 � ε and
fp1q � 0. We call P t

ε the �nger-pushing isotopy and P 1
ε the �nger-

pushing map. Note that P 0
ε � Id and that P 1

ε �xes point-wise the
boundary of S1�Bm�1 and �xes all points pψ, xq for which ||x|| ¤ 1�ε.

Let g0 be the Riemannian metric which is the product of the stan-
dard euclidean Riemannian metrics on Bm�1 and S1. Then g0 is a
Riemannian metric on S1 � Bm�1 that, by Fubini's theorem, is pre-
served by the maps P t

ε for every t P r0, 1s and every ε P p0, 1q. In
case m � 2k, we construct in a similar way �nger-pushing isotopy
P t
ε P DiffpS1 � B1 � B2k�2q, t P r0, 1s which preserves the standard

symplectic form dx ^ dy �
°k�1
i�1 dpi ^ dqi on S1 � B1 � B2k�2. The

precise construction is presented in [2, proof of Theorem 1.3].

Recall that a, b are generators of F2. We represent ipaq and ipbq by
loops α an β in M based at z that are embedded and intersect only at
z. Note that if m � 2 we assumed that this is possible, and if m ¡ 2
then any two elements of πM can be represented in this way. Let Npαq
be a closed tubular neighborhood of α and let P t

ε pαq be the isotopy
de�ned by pulling-back P t

ε via di�eomorphism nα : Npαq Ñ S1�Bm�1

and extending by the identity outside Npαq. If TM � Homeo0pM,µq
or Diff0pM, volq, then by Moser trick nα is chosen such that P t

ε pαq
preserves the vol form, and if TM � Symp0pM,ωq, then by Moser trick
nα is chosen such that P t

ε pαq preserves the symplectic form ω. Let

Aεpαq � n�1
α ptpψ, xq | ||x|| ¤ 1 � εuq, Bεpαq � Npαq � Aεpαq.

Note that P 1
ε pαq �xes point-wise Aεpαq. Similarly we de�ne P t

ε pβq,
Aεpβq, Bεpβq. The representation ρε : F2 Ñ TM is given by:

ρεpaq � P 1
ε pαq, ρεpbq � P 1

ε pβq.
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Now we show that ||ρ�εEΓbprcsq � Λi�prcsq||
εÑ0
ÝÝÑ 0 for certain non-zero

real number Λ and every rcs P EH
bpπMq. To simplify the notation, we

identify F2 with its image ipF2q.

First we investigate the values of γ on elements of the form ρεpwq, where
w P F2. Let ha : F2 Ñ xay be the retraction onto the subgroup gener-
ated by a that sends b to the trivial element. We de�ne analogously
hb : F2 Ñ xby.

z

AεAaε Abε

α β

Bε Bε

From the description of γ in Subsection 2.B, we see that if x belongs to
the set Aε ..� AεpαqXAεpβq, then γpρεpwq, xq is conjugated to w. In the
same way, if x P Aaε

..� Aεpαq � Npβq, then γpρεpwq, xq is conjugated
to hapwq and similarly, if x P Abε

..� Aεpβq � Npαq, then γpρεpwq, xq is
conjugated to hbpwq. If x P Bε

..� Bεpαq Y Bεpβq, then we do not have
much control over the loops we get, but this case is negligible if ε is
small. To sum up, we have:

γpρεpwq, xq �

$'''''&
'''''%

e x PM � pNpαq YNpβqq,

uxwu
�1
x x P Aε � Aεpαq X Aεpβq,

ua,xhapwqu
�1
a,x x P Aaε � Aεpαq �Npβq,

ub,xhbpwqu
�1
b,x x P Abε � Aεpβq �Npαq,

? x P Bε � Bεpαq YBεpβq,

for some ux, ua,x, ub,x P πM . Let n be a natural number and rcs P
EHn

b pπMq. Without loss of generality, we can assume that cpe, . . . , eq � 0.
Denote by g � pg0, g1, . . .q P T n

M . We set γpg, xq � pγpg0, xq, γpg1, xq, . . .q.
Let w P Fn2 . We have:

ρ�εEΓbpcqpwq � EΓbpcqpρεpwqq �

»
M

cpγpρεpwq, xqqdµpxq.
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Denote by u.cpwq � cpuwu�1q, where u P πM . We compute separately
the integral on subsets Aε, A

a
ε , A

b
ε and Bε:

ρ�εEΓbpcqpwq �

»
Aε

ux.cpwqdµpxq �

»
Aaε

ua,x.cphapwqqdµpxq�»
Abε

ub,x.cphbpwqqdµpxq �

»
Bε

cpγpρεpwq, xqqdµpxq.

Recall that conjugation acts trivially on the cohomology. Thus we have
ru.cs � rcs. Both Znb pGq � kerpdnq and Hn

b pGq are Banach spaces and
r�s : Znb pGq Ñ Hn

b pGq is a continuous linear map. Thus we have:

r

»
Aε

ux.cpwqdµpxqs � r
¸
uPπM

µptx P Aε | ux � uuqu.cpwqs

�
¸
uPπM

µptx P Aε | ux � uuqi�ru.cs � µpAεqi
�prcsq.

Let u.c|a be the restriction of u.c to the subgroup generated by the
generator a. The function w Ñ cpuhapwqu

�1q is equal to the pull-back
of the cocycle u.c|a, namely:

cpuhapwqu
�1q � h�apu.c|aqpwq.

Moreover, since EHn
b pZq is trivial, then w Ñ cpuhapwqu

�1q de�nes the
trivial class in EHn

b pF2q. It follows, that

r

»
Aaε

ua,x.cphapwqqdµpxqs �
¸
uPπM

µptx P Aε | ua,x � uuqh�apru.c|asq � 0.

The same holds for the integral over Abε. We denote

cεrespwq �

»
Bε

cpγpρεpwq, xqqdµpxq.

Note that cεres is a cocycle on F2. Now we can write:

ρ�εEΓbprcsq � µpAεqi
�prcsq � rcεress.

We have that

||rcεress|| ¤ µpBεq||c||sup.

Moreover, µpAεq
εÑ0
ÝÝÑ µpNa X Nbq � 0 and µpBεq

εÑ0
ÝÝÑ 0. It follows

that:

||ρ�εEΓbprcsq�µpNaXNbqi
�prcsq|| ¤ rµpAεq�µpNaXNbqs||i

�prcsq||�µpBεq||c||sup.

Hence ||ρ�εEΓbprcsq � µpNa XNbqi
�prcsq||

εÑ0
ÝÝÑ 0. �
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Remark 3.2. In what follows we apply Lemma 3.1 for injective i.
However, Lemma 3.1 holds also for i which is not an embedding. In-
jectivity of i was used only to simplify the notation, when we identi�ed
F2 with its image ipF2q.

Now we prove Theorem A and Theorem B.

Theorem A. Suppose that p : πM Ñ F2 is a surjective homomorphism.

Then there is an injective homomorphism

EH
bpF2q ãÑ EH

bpTMq.

Proof. Let m � dimpMq. If m ¡ 3, then we take i : F2 Ñ πM to be
any section of p. If m � 2, then it is easy to �nd two embedded loops
based at z and intersecting only at z, such that they generate F2 and
there is a retraction π1pMq Ñ F2. Instead of the original p, we use this
retraction which from now on we call p. Let i be a section of this new
p. We show that EΓb � p

� is an embedding.

The section i satis�es the assumptions of Lemma 3.1. Let tρεu be the
family of representations from Lemma 3.1. We have a diagram

EH
bpπMq EH

bpTMq

EH
bpF2q

EΓb

i�
ρ�ε

p�

Note that i� � p� � id. Suppose that d P EH
bpF2q is a non-trivial

class. In the reduced cohomology it means that ||d|| ¡ 0. Let c � p�pdq.
Then we have that ||i�pcq|| � ||d|| ¡ 0. Since

||ρ�εEΓbpcq � Λi�pcq||
εÑ0
ÝÝÑ 0,

then for some small ε we have ||ρ�εEΓbpcq|| ¡ 0. It follows that

EΓbpcq � EΓbpp
�pdqq � 0.

Thus EΓb � p
� is an embedding. �

Remark 3.3. A typical class in EH3
bpF2q is de�ned by choosing an

isometric action ρ of F2 on the 3-dimensional hyperbolic space H3

and de�ning a cocycle volρpa1, . . . , a4q to be the signed volume of the
geodesic simplex ∆pρpa1qx, . . . , ρpa4qxq, where x P H3. For certain ρ,
classes de�ned by volρ have a positive norm, see [28]. The classes in
EH3

bpTMq which are constructed in Theorem A have similar geometrical
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interpretation. Namely, the value of EΓbpp
�pvolρqqpf1, . . . , f4q is the

average value of signed volumes of ∆ppγpf1, xq, . . . , pγpf4, xqq over M .
Note that since every γpfi, xq takes essentially �nitely many values,
then this average is actually a �nite sum of weighted signed volumes
of certain simplices in H3. Here the signed volume equals volp∆q if ∆
has the same orientation as H3 and � volp∆q otherwise.

Theorem B. Suppose j : F2 �K Ñ πM is a hyperbolic embedding,

where K is �nite. Then

dim EH
bpTMq ¥ dim EH

bpF2q.

Proof. It is easy to see, that if F2 embeds in πM when dimpMq � 2,
then one can �nd a retraction πM Ñ F2. Thus if dimpMq � 2, the
statement follows from Theorem A.

Let us assume, that dimpMq ¡ 2. Let i : F2 Ñ πM be j restricted to
F2 �teu. Since dimpMq ¡ 2, ipaq and ipbq can be represented by based
loops that are disjoint everywhere except the base-point z. Let tρεuε
be a family of maps ρε : F2 Ñ TM constructed in Lemma 3.1. We have

EH
bpπMq EH

bpTMq

EHpF2q

EΓb

i�
ρ�ε

First we show that kerpEΓbq�kerpi�q. There is a non-zero real number
Λ such that for every c P EH

bpπ1pMqq we have

||ρ�εEΓbpcq � Λi�pcq||
εÑ0
ÝÝÑ 0.

Let c P EH
bpπ1pMqq be such that EΓbpcq � 0. Then

||Λi�pcq|| � ||ρ�εEΓbpcq � Λi�pcq||
εÑ0
ÝÝÑ 0.

Hence ||i�pcq|| � 0 and c P kerpi�q. Thus kerpEΓbq� kerpi�q. It follows
that

dim EH
bpTMq ¥ dimpEH

bpπ1pMqq{ kerpEΓbqq ¥ dimpEH
bpπ1pMqq{ kerpi�qq.

In [13] it is shown, that if j : F2 �K Ñ πM is a hyperbolic embedding,
then the map j� : EH

bpπMq Ñ EH
bpF2 �Kq is onto. Using identi�ca-

tion EH
bpF2 �Kq � EH

bpF2q, we can write that i� � j�. Thus i� is
onto and EH

bpπ1pMqq{ kerpi�q � EH
bpF2q. �
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4. Questions and final remarks

Remark 4.1. The version of Theorem A and Theorem B where EH
b is

substituted with H
b holds in a more general setting. Namely, it holds

for a topological manifold M equipped with a regular �nite Borel mea-
sure µ which is positive on open sets and zero on nowhere dense sets,
and TM is the group of isotopic to the identity, not necessary compactly
supported measure-preserving homeomorphisms of M . Similarly, TM
can be the identity component of the group of volume-preserving dif-
feomorphisms or symplectomorphisms.

Remark 4.2. Note that EΓb : EH
bpπ1pMqq Ñ EH

bpDiff0pM, volqq does
not factor through Diff0pMq (similar argument works for homeomor-
phisms). The reason is that if it is factored, then one can construct non-
trivial homogeneous quasimorphisms on Diff0pMq, and it is known, that
for manyM , the group Diff0pMq does not admit such quasimorphisms.
More precisely, letM be such manifold, for example a closed connected
hyperbolic 3-dimensional manifold. Recall that EH2

bpGq is the space of
non-trivial homogeneous quasimorphisms on G. It follows from [9, The-
orem 1.11] that EH2

bpDiff0pMqq � 0. Since EH2
bpπ1pMqq � 0, it is easy

to see, that EΓb : EH2
bpπ1pMqq Ñ EH2

bpDiff0pM,µqq is an embedding
(see ,e.g., the proof for surfaces [5, Theorem 2.5]), and hence cannot
factor through the trivial group.

Remark 4.3. The assumption that homeomorphisms we deal with are
isotopic to the identity can be dropped for the price of substituting the
group π1pMq with a mapping class group (such approach was used in
[5] for surfaces). Indeed, let δext : HomeopM, zq Ñ MCGpM, zq be the
quotient map, where MCGpM, zq � π0pHomeopM, zqq and HomeopM, zq
is the group of homeomorphisms of M �xing z. Consider a cocycle
γext : HomeopM,µq�M Ñ MCGpM, zq, given by the following formula
γextpg, xq � δextps�1

gpxq � g � sxq. This cocycle induces the following map

Γextb � Indbpγ
extq : H

bpMCGpM, zqq Ñ H
bpHomeopM,µqq. The prob-

lem with this approach is that almost nothing is known about bounded
cohomology of mapping class groups of manifolds of dimension greater
than 2.

One source of non-trivial classes in Hn
b pπ1pMqq is the following con-

struction. Let Mn be a compact Riemannian manifold with negative

sectional curvature and let π1pMq act by deck-transformations on �M .
It is known, that there is a common bound for volumes of geodesic
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simplices in �M . In the same spirit as in Remark 3.3, one can de�ne a
non-trivial class rvolM s P Hn

b pπ1pMqq.

Question 4.4. Is the class ΓbprvolM sq P Hn
b pHomeo0pM,µqq non-trivial?

A similiar, but in a sense more general question is for the ordinary
cohomology. Let Mn be a closed Riemannian manifold such that
π1pMq has a trivial center. Then π1pMq � πM and we have a map
Γ: Hnpπ1pMqq Ñ HnpHomeo0pM,µqq. Let f : M Ñ Bπ1pMq be a map
classifying the universal cover, i.e., a map that induces an isomorphism
π1pfq : π1pMq Ñ π1pBπ1pMqq. Let rM s P HnpMq be the fundamental
class, then f�rM s P HnpBπ1pMqq � Hnpπ1pMqq.

Question 4.5. Is the class Γpf�rM sq P HnpHomeo0pM,µqq non-trivial?
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